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The recent assassinations of Archbishop Romero in
El Salvador and Father Luis Espinal in Bolivia reflect
two facts — l. the.futility of the murders* because in
both cases*: more attention has been focused on the
oppression in those countries than if the churchmen
had been allowed tospeak freely, and 2. the kind of
danger such ordinary priests, sisters and Jaypersons
face inimerely*doing their jobs/
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of Father Espinalrthey nonetheless:h¥p^fl;accoKirng^
to Father McGluskey. Maybe such a-priest or
layperson will get a call late at night^from someone
who is sick or needs help, then there will be CfragiC;
accident, a car overturns, for instance,iand that person;
helping the poor is no more. ;

Hundreds of people who have dedicated their efforts
to assisting the.poor;have been murdered in our.
.neighbdring^continenlt.'. Too often, they are merely
names, often difficult to pronounce. Remote. Unfamiliar; Faceless.
, '
";
But now, the case of Father Espinal brings the
situation into a different realm. He has worked side by
• True, both of these mien spoke out against injustice! side with our own diocesans. He helped establish Sail
They had the courage tddefy oppressive authority, to" Luis Obrero, which still receives assistance from this
diocese and which was established with the direct help
voice their concerns for the poor. But there are others,
'-..•'•-•,
less vocal,, laboring in the often unseen fields of the of this;diocese.
, His assassination makes it clear that we must begin
Lord, who alsoipay the price.
to; care more for these neighbors. We must grow in
concern for the situation in many Latin American
. Father Timothy McGluskey of our diocese, who has
countries. If we. do not recognize and oppose the .inworked several, years in LaPaz, says that every effort
justices there, we may find them reaching into our own
to help the poor — "to organize them so there voice
continent.
, ! ,
_
~ *
.may be heard," to:.better their condition, to give them
digriifyv may draw the distrust of the government.
Archbishop ROrriero and Father Espinal gave their '
While the deaths are not always as dramatic as the
lives for the. poor. There is no act that could be more
gUhniQg down of Archbishop Romero duringiHoly
Christiah.The rest of us must seeto it that they did n o t ,
Mass or the brutal tortureand: multipleJbullet wounds
die in vain.
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Father, Espina!..-.. the poor quality is because it is a
reprodnccjd from ajiewspaper rather from the photo.
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